In this correspondence, we will point out a problem with testing adaptive classifiers on autocorrelated data. In such a case random change alarms may boost the accuracy figures. Hence, we cannot be sure if the adaptation is working well. Keywords: data streams, concept drift, evaluation, autocorrelated labels
The problem with evaluation of adaptive classifiers on such a dataset is that we cannot be sure if a change detector (and adaptation) is working well. Suppose we have a classifier with a worthless change detection mechanism. If fires a change alarm after any instance at random with the probability ρ. After firing an alarm the classifier is restarted and continues training on the most recent data. Suppose we do not take into consideration any input data, we do not build any intelligent models just look at the labels. If ρ = 0, i.e. no change detection, we get the majority class (always DOWN) classifier that would achieve 58% accuracy over this dataset. If ρ = 1, we alarm a change as often as possible, we get the moving average of one classifier. Figure 2 plots the accuracies in between. Note that if the data was distributed independently we would get the naive accuracy 51% independently of ρ.
In the appendix we report the results of testing several adaptive classifiers implemented in MOA (Bifet et al., 2010a ) and the accuracies found in the literature on the Electricity dataset.
In summary, the more random change alarms the classifier fires, the better the accuracy. There change alarms are not related in detecting concept drift in any way, we are not using the input data X in this experiment. Thus, getting high accuracy on the Electricity dataset does not necessarily mean that the adaptation mechanism is good. In such a case we recommend at least comparing the testing accuracies with the accuracy of the moving average of one.
This note is intended to be updated. There is a website for discussing this issue or leaving your comments https://sites.google.com/site/zliobaite/about_electricity. 
